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 Mass shootings are a way too common occurrence in today’s world. In the late 1880s, 

there were no more than five mass shootings per year. From the 1990s to 2000s there were at 

most 10 per year. “Since 2011, the rate has skyrocketed, climbing first into the teens then 

peaking at 473 in 2016, with the year 2018 ending at a total of 323 mass shootings in the United 

States.” (Cole, 2019) Two years ago the deadliest mass shooting occurred in United States 

history. On October 1, 2017, public safety agencies worked together to mount a collaborative, 

coordinated response to an incident of mass violence unlike any the nation had ever seen. 

Responders from Clark County Fire Department,  Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, 

and their many partners arrived at a scene of devastation and chaos. Without hesitation, they met 

challenges with courage and knowledge gained from prior training and experience. In doing so, 

these men and women placed themselves in the line of fire to save countless innocent lives. The 

brave men and women who responded to this incident rose above the danger and disorder they 

encountered to protect their community. Their successes were the product of an investment in 

joint training by public safety leadership, the decisive actions of first responders, and an 

outpouring of support from federal, state, and local partners, and private entities.  

  

 On the night of October 1, 2017, a shooter opened fire on a crowd of concertgoers at the 

Route 91 Harvest Music Festival on the Las Vegas Strip in Nevada. He killed 58 people and 

wounded 422, with the ensuing panic bringing the injury total to 851. The shooter, Stephen 

Paddock, a 64-year-old man from Mesquite, Nevada, fired more than 1,100 rounds of 

ammunition from his suite on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Hotel. The shooting occurred 
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between 10:05 and 10:15 p.m. His motive remains officially undetermined. The Route 91 

Harvest Festival is a country music festival organized annually since 2014 and staged at the Las 

Vegas Village concert venue in Las Vegas, Nevada. Route 91’s approximately 17.5-acre venue 

plot is assembled directly across from the Mandalay Bay and the Luxor Hotel & Casino and is 

one of two open-air venues on the Las Vegas Strip. The venue was accommodating over 22,000 

attendees when Stephen Paddock opened fire on the crowd.  

 Paddock’s motive has never been determined and nothing unusual was found in his 

background, except his father. His father, Benjamin Hoskins Paddock, was a convicted bank 

robber who escaped the prison and was considered one of the FBI’s most wanted in 1969. 

Stephen Paddock received a degree in business administration from California State University, 

Northridge. He then worked as a government employee for the U.S. Postal Service and the 

Internal Revenue Service. Later, Paddock worked as an internal auditor for a company, which 

later became the defense contractor Lockheed Martin, and then in the real-estate business. 

Paddock did not have any criminal record prior to the shooting, save receiving a minor traffic 

citation, and had no known military experience. In 2016, Paddock moved to Mesquite, Nevada 

located approximately 80 miles northeast of Las Vegas. Paddock lived in a home with his 

girlfriend for several years. Residents of the community claimed Paddock was a private 

individual who deliberately kept a low profile.  

 The response brought together 13 responding agencies and three private ambulance 

companies to address a highly chaotic scene, neutralize the threat, and tend to the hundreds of 

victims. The responding law enforcement and emergency service agencies coordinated 

efficiently to clear civilians from the area, establish an Incident Command structure, and 
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organize an effective response. Across several elements of the response, strong collaboration 

among these organizations was critical to the speed and effectiveness of their efforts. Conversely, 

when responders encountered communication barriers, these barriers hindered some aspects of 

their response coordination. Heavy local investment in Multi-Assault Counter-Terrorism Action 

Capabilities (MACTAC) and Hostile Mass Casualty Incident (MCI) training, as well as other 

formal training investments by CCFD, LVMPD, and surrounding jurisdictions, also proved 

especially valuable. Responders cited training and exercises as being responsible for their ability 

to mount an effective response. Responders also identified additional training, such as 

emergency medical care, that would be of value to local agencies. Training and mass casualty 

exercises played a vital role in response efforts, prompting agencies to consider how best to 

prepare their personnel for potential future incidents. “Much of Las Vegas Boulevard was closed 

while police SWAT teams combed the venue and neighboring businesses. At approximately 2:45 

p.m. PDT on October 2, a state of emergency was declared in Clark County. Early on October 2, 

Sheriff Lombardo identified the suspect as Stephen Paddock.” (Fredrick, 2019) 

  

 During the shooting, police officers were initially confused about whether the shots were 

coming from the Mandalay Bay, the nearby Luxor hotel, or the festival grounds. There were also 

multiple false reports of additional shooters at other hotels on the Strip. Officers eventually 

spotted multiple flashes of gunfire from the middle of the northern side of Mandalay Bay and 

responded to the hotel. Two officers on the 31st floor reported the sounds of gunfire on the floor 

above them. Eight additional officers arrived at the 32nd floor; some of those officers manually 

breached through the door Paddock had screwed shut with the bracket. The gunfire had ceased, 
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and the police moved systematically down the hallway, searching and clearing each room, using 

a master key that was provided by the hotel. At 11:20 p.m., police breached Room 32-135 with 

explosives. Paddock was found dead on the floor from a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the 

head. Police then breached Room 32-134; officers announced over the police radio that a suspect 

was down.  

  

 The aftermath of the incident attention was directed to gun laws in the U.S., particularly 

with regard to bump stocks, which Paddock used to fire shots in rapid succession, at a rate of fire 

similar to automatic weapons. As a result, bump stocks were banned by the U.S. Justice 

Department in December 2018, with the regulation in effect as of March 2019. In response, 

President Trump said that he was open to banning the product, but would want to learn more 

about them first. Not a lot of people are educated about guns and didn’t know what a bump stock 

was until the shooting. It was surprising it wasn’t banned sooner. The Republicans controlled 

congress so ATF and NRA had to weigh in on their policy. The question arose, should the bump 

stock fall under the existing heavy gun ban? One year following the shooting, 11 states had 

banned bump stocks and more than a dozen additional states and cities were considering bans. In 

2019, MGM Resorts International; the company that owns the hotel that paddock opened fire 

from agreed to settle with victims. Up to 800 million was rewarded to the victims. In response to 

the settlement, “faced with potentially hundreds of lawsuits, MGM sued more than 1,000 victims 

in, in an aggressive but untested strategy to short-circuit the cases and shield itself from 

liability.” (Oppel, 2019) Even though all the lawsuits were a mess, some good did come out of 

the shooting. The country banded together to raise awareness and help the victims through this 
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heartbreaking time. “#VEGASSTRONG” was created and outpouring support was gained from 

it.  

 Even though this was the deadly mass shooting in the U.S. to date, first responders did 

everything they train for to put an end to the shooter. I personally think if there was anything to 

take from this moving forward it would be more focus on security clearances in areas 

surrounding large events such as the Harvest Festival. This could deter or put a stop to a horrible 

act of violence way before it happens. 

 On October 1, 2017, public safety agencies worked together to mount a collaborative, 

coordinated response to an incident of mass violence unlike any the nation had ever seen. 

Responders from CCFD, LVMPD, and their many partners arrived at a scene of devastation and 

chaos. Without hesitation, they met challenges with courage and knowledge gained from prior 

training and experience. In doing so, these men and women placed themselves in the line of fire 

to save countless innocent lives. Two responding LVMPD officers were wounded in the line of 

duty, and one off-duty officer who was attending the concert was killed. Many men and women 

from agencies that responded were among the concertgoers, as were many of their friends and 

family. The brave men and women who responded to this incident rose above the danger and 

disorder they encountered to protect their community. Their successes were the product of an 

investment in joint training by public safety leadership, the decisive actions of first responders, 

and an outpouring of support from federal, state, and local partners, private entities, and 

individual citizens. 
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